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About This Content

Hymns of Revelations reminds you of the new sacred duties available to you in the new expansion Monks and Mystics. Five
new songs transport your soul to heavenly heights while you scheme and plot on earth. Composed and produced by Yannick Süß

& Robin Birner (Audinity).

Songs included:

1. Agnus Dei
2. Ave Maris Stella

3. Deus Misere
4. Mystery

5. Rorate Caeli
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Another amazing Sword Art online that will certainly please both fans of the SAO and Berserk series.
Kirito is the true Black Swordsman.. MechoEcho is a fun construction\/physics puzzle game with good graphics and a nice little
story.

You are presented with an environment containing obstructions, and are tasked with creating a machine that can overcome them
and reach the exit. The method of construction is intuitive, and the available building blocks are easy to understand and utilize.

At the time of review, the game contains 30 campaign levels, a handful of which are tutorialised. This would be my main
criticism of the game, in that it took just 6 hours to complete. There is the option to replay levels to come up with different
solutions, and a sandbox level is also available, but I do wish the game had more content.

The content that's there though is enjoyable, and I certainly don't regret buying the game. I just want MORE of it! :)

--
Edited to add:
--

Now that 10 additional challenging levels have been added to the game (along with more of the story), the play time of the game
has increased greatly! If anyone was worried they'd finish the game too quickly, that really isn't a concern any more. And it's a
free update!. Awesome VR game, it captures the spirit of the original perfectly.

The only negative point is that the "mass ejection" achievement is glitched for me.. Hardest game i ever played . Cant wait for
TPDX2 XD. Good linear game if you like that . A few side quests , easy to play , easy to figure out .. honestly wasn't a bad
game i quite liked it i took it as the guyys weren't actually harasing me they were just bad boys nothings wrong with a bad boy ;).
At first everything was fine and I quite liked it: there’s a load of screens, some are pretty, the story is fine, and the mini games
are correctly tied to the scenery actions… But it quickly went wrong. I got almost invisible objects (the sock in the car), a lot of
items on the veeeeeery lower edge on the screen, with only 3 tiny pixels to see and click, some clumsily named items (nope, a
‘cutter knife’ isn’t a ‘knife’) and way too much back and force walking across that huge map and those so numerous screens.
Some mini games are also very annoying or too long like the one where you throw stones in baskets, or the pond flowers one,
ugh!
This game lacks some finish; it should have been beta tested. If it was, well those testers were superheroes with magic vision and
a crystal ball in each eye and they should be studied by the army in some dark secret underground base to steal their
superpowers secrets.
I generally finish my HO games as I like these a lot to unwind but not this one, I won’t bother. I do not recommend this game,
even for its low price. Stay away from it.. I'm going to be honest; I really like this kind of game. Turn based dungeon crawlers in
the vein of Wizardry or Elminage Gothic are my favourite sort. I've even been known to break out the grid paper and do some
mapping. With this in mind, it might not be an entirely objective review. If I had to make a comparison for people who don't
want to read much, it's Etrian Odyssey without manual mapping and better combat.

This game is good.

Ok, so I guess I have to back that up now, because the production values are low and I must admit it looks rather like RPG-
maker shovelware when you first see it. It'd be easy to discount it because of that, but that would be a mistake though, because
this is obviously a labour of love from someone who's a massive fan of Etrian Odyssey and this genre.

PROS-
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- Combat is really good. There's a lot of depth with plenty of different skills, strengths and weaknesses. And it's TOUGH!
- Character development is surprisingly good. Chars can be customised with skills gained from equipment as well as class and
then levelled up each char level. There's quite a few different character classes to choose from as well.
- There's item levelling as well as char levelling, but it's not overpowered broken like in Class of Heroes.
- The dungeon is hazardous to explore as there's no saving in there, but an item that can teleport you out instantly is very cheap
to buy.
- The price is ridiculously cheap.

CONS
- Weeaboo overload. I cringe at some of the character art, but at least it's not fan service.
- Production values are low. Like, low. Look past the 'SP_POOL' and 'alchemy_boost' code text and the basic dungeon graphics.
- It's obtuse to the point of puzzling. The manual is not a lot of help, just being 7 screenshots with some text overlaid. I've
figured a lot out so far, but if you want everything explained through tool tips and tutorials, it ain't happening.
- Lacking lore and story besides 'go seek your fortune in the labyrinth'. This may well change later, I'm only up to floor 3.

If you like this sort of game, you'll probably already have it in your library. If not, what are you waiting for? A Steam sale on a
game that's this low in price already?! This probably isn't the game to convert people who don't like turn based blobbers, (that
might be Stranger of Sword City), but for those of us that do, this is a no-brainer.. Sure the game might crash if you try to
change the resolution. Sure the game might crash if you try to alt tab it. Sure the game might crash if you change any of the
graphical settings. Sure there might be invisible mines that lead to an instantenous and unavoidable death in level 6. Still I found
this game to be quite fun and enjoyable. It has some flaws for sure, but nothing that can't be overlooked and it is cheap as dirt
most of the time.
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Beautiful HOG on exotic setting ^^
I wish it were longer. I received this as a gift nesquik back in 2009.
I CANT BELIEVE that steam has this game!
I bought it, I really want to find and the other games that nesquik gave out with!
The game, is amazing the graphics are old with our new standards but you have a lot of things to do, a relaxing game and a game
that some people lost by the years!. Cool game. I'd love to be able to play it.

I'll change the review if the game ever gets a community.. If you're looking to become pro, ESEA is for you.. Such a good game,
different death animations are super. Hope they add more. there are a lot of good gachi games on steam
this is not one of them. I'm definitely having fun discovering the different plants. The art style is simple and cute and I enjoy the
overall atmosphere. The only downside is when my mouse disappears from the screen- even after I his esc to do the quick fix
there are still issues. Specifically I mean that I am no longer able to select my seeds even after this quick fix. I would also love if
there was a seperate slider for music volume vs ambient sounds.. Baby sitting tool !. Used to work freight trains on the branch.
Love it! Siding in Ridham Dock are not accurate, I used to take 36 wagon coal trains in there! Worth getting this one..
Absolutely the best music ur ever gonna listen to!
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